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1 Listen and tick (4).

6

2 Read and write. pilot        lifeguard        photographer        dentist

4

1. A                                              saves people. 

2. My sister is a                                             . She fixes teeth.

3. Salim flies a helicopter. He’s a                                             .

4. Sue takes great pictures. She’s a very good                                             .

3 Read and write. Use the Present Simple.

4

1. Julie always                                              (have) a shower in the morning.

2. Hassan                                              (not take) the bus to school. His father 

                                             (drive) him there.

3.                                              you always                                              (have) lunch at school?

a b a b a b

1. Who’s Kevin’s father? 2. Who’s John’s brother? 3.  What do you want to be 

when you grow up?

5 Answer about yourself.

3

1. Do you do your homework after school?  

2. Do you walk to school?  

3. What do you want to be when you grow up?   

Why?  

4 Read and circle.

1. The children sometimes go to the park on / 

in Thursdays.

2. I always pray on / before breakfast.

3. I get up at / on six o’clock every day.

3
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4

1. Is she exercising? a. No, they aren’t.

2. Is he kicking the ball? b. Yes, he is.

3. Is he watering the plants? c. No, she isn’t.

4. Are they playing table tennis? d. No, he isn’t.

1 Look and match.

2 Put in the correct order.

3 Read and write. Use the Present Progressive.

4 Listen and circle.

4

1. baseball / he / playing / Is / ? 

 

3. are / cleaning / They / room / their / . 

 

2. the washing-up / isn’t / doing / She / . 

  

4. throwing / She / the ball / is / . 

 

4

1. Omar                                                         (not make) his bed now.  

He                                                         (do) his homework.

2. A:                                   Reema                                                         (play) tennis   

with her friend, Fatima? 

 B: No, she isn’t. Reema and Fatima                                                  (make) a cake.

3. Look! Martha                                                    (play) volleyball. She’s very good.

4. A:                                  Salim                                                    (exercise)?

 B: Well, yes, he is. 6

1. Tom is skateboarding / cleaning.

2. Julie is / isn't doing gymnastics.

3. Hassan is / isn't playing volleyball.

6
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1 Look and write.

2 Look and write.

bookcase         mirror         cupboard         floor

3 Listen and tick (4).

4 Read and circle.

1. 2.

3. 4.

                                                                                

                                                                                

4

There is     There are

Is there     Are there     There 

isn’t     There aren’t

1.                                          three cushions on the bed.

2.                                          a lamp on the desk?

3.                                          a mat on the floor.

4.                                          chairs in the bedroom.

5.                                          three paintings on the wall?

6.                                          a TV in the bedroom.

7.                                          a desk in the bedroom.

8.                                          a bag in the bedroom.

4

a b

1. Where is Alex? 2. Whose trainers are they?

a b

3. Where are the bedrooms?





6

1. This isn’t my / mine coat. It’s Afaf’s. 

2. A: Is this Reema’s shirt?

 B: No, it isn’t her / hers.  

 Her / Hers shirt is green.

3. Don’t take those socks.  

They aren’t your / yours.

4. A: Are the girls wearing their / theirs   

 new dresses?

 B: No, they aren’t. Their / Theirs    

 dresses aren’t new.

6

a b

Salim’s Ali’s
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

2 Look and write. Use There’s some / There are some.

onions     lettuce     flour       

peppers     dates         butter     

biscuits     sugar

3 Read and write.

4 Answer about yourself.

8

4

4

some    any

1. Is there                            flour on the 

table?

2. There are                            peas in the 

omelette.

3. Afaf always has                            

pancakes for breakfast.

4. There isn’t                            sugar in the 

orange juice.

1. What do you like in your omelette? 

  

 

2.  How many meals do you eat every day? 

  

 

3.  How much water do you drink every day? 

  

 

4.   What’s your favourite dessert? 

  

 

1 Listen and circle.

4

1. 2.
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4 Read and write.

8

dentist

lifeguard

firefighter

pilot

save        

fix             

put         

fly                     

1. I want to be a                                                        because  

I want to                                                        teeth.

2. I want to be a                                                        because I  

want to                                                        a helicopter.

3. I want to be a                                                        because I want to 

                                                       people that can’t swim. 

4. I want to be a                                                        and 

                                                        out fires when I grow up.

1 Look and complete the sentences with always, sometimes, never.

1. Hassan                                          prays in the morning.  

2. I                                          have a shower at night.

3. Afaf and Reema                                          do their homework in  

the afternoon. 3

2 Read and circle.

1. Reema has breakfast in / at 6 o’clock.

2. Ammar has a shower before / after 

bedtime.

3. Lamya and Hasna walk to school 

on / in the morning.

4. Abdullah always rides his bike to the park 

at / on Friday.

5. Sahar always brushes her teeth  

after / before dinner. 

5

3 Read and complete with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.
Use the Present Simple.

1. Salim                                            (take)  a taxi to work every day. 

2. Ameen and Abdullah                                            (not drive) a car.

3.                                            Saud                                            (walk) to school? 

 No, he doesn’t. He                                            (ride) his bike. 
4
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1. Is Jim watering the plants?  

2. Is May making a cake?  

3. Is Hasna cooking?  

4. Are Dan and Ali playing table tennis?  

5. Is Tom riding his bike?  

5 What are they doing? Look and write.

5

skateboard            play baseball          

do gymnastics            clean

6 Read, look and circle Yes or No.

1. Has Jessica got curly hair? 

a. Yes, she has. 

b. No, she hasn’t.

2. Can Omar do karate? 

a. Yes, he can. 

b. No, he can’t.

3. Does Ameer take the train to school? 

a. Yes, he does. 

b. No, he doesn’t.

4. What is Sue doing in the kitchen? 

a. She is making a cake. 

b. She is doing the washing-up.

5. What is behind the door? 

a. Saleh’s socks.  

b. Saleh’s trainers. 5

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Hasna

No, he isn’t. He’s

7 Listen and circle.

8 Read and circle.

1. A: Is there some / any chocolate for dessert? 

B: No, there isn't.

2. There are some / any peppers and onions for the omelette.

3. A: Are there some / any pancakes for breakfast? 

B: No. But there is some / any milk in the fridge and biscuits on  

 the table. 4

1. Is there a mat on the floor?

2. Are there paintings on  

the wall?

3. Is there a mirror behind  

the armchair?

Yes     No

 

Yes     No

Yes     No

6

Jim May Dan Ali

Tom
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